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Introduction

Open source software has become a trendsetter in the arena of software development

and distribution. The development of open source software was a reaction to the existing

legal instrument on software copyright from the software developer’s community. Open

source software are available free of cost and users have the freedom to run and

distribute the software without any restriction. Normally small and medium size

libraries feel automation of house keeping operations as a financial burden due to the

high price of Library Management Systems (ILS). Development of open source library

management   systems gives effective way to automate their library operations without

financial investment. NewGenLib is the first integrated library management system in

India.

Open source software movement

The history of open source software began with the early stages of computer and

software development. At the time, programmers and developers frequently shared their

software freely. Advent of companies in software development with t he aim of profit

making restricted the culture of sharing source code of software. Milestones in the

history of open source software are:

1983 - Richard Stallman formed GNU project.

1985 – Creation of Free Software Foundation.

1991 – Development of Linux kernel by Linus Torvalds.
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1998 – Open Source Initiative (OSI) formed by Eric Raymond.

The two terms, “free” and “open source” are use synonymous free distribution of

software. Popular licenses used for this purpose are the GNU General Public License

(GPL), BSD license, GNU Lesser General Public License, MIT License, Mozilla Public

License and Apache License. All these licenses have some differences in their terms and

conditions; they ensure users freedom to use, copying, distribution and improvement of

software. Fundamentals of these licenses are similar to the philosophy of Free Software

Foundation. “Free software is a matter of the users’ freedom to run, copy, distributes,

study, change and improves the software”. According to Free Software Foundation,

users can enjoy the following freedom with free software:

The freedom to run the program for any purpose.

The freedom to study and modify the program

 The freedom to copy the program.

The freedom to improve the program.

The development of open source software process is a social collaborative activity. Eric

Lease Morgan likes to compare this process against scholarly academic communication,

because it goes through a sort of peer review process. The process begins with a

problem to solve and writing a computer p rogram. The initial communication process

starts with sharing this program with sets of peers. Soon a community develops and

begins to use the software. Someone, whose problems are similar but different from the

initial problem, decides to enhance the orig inal problem. This enhancement given back

to the original programmer, if the enhancement is not detrimental to the original concept

of the program. Then the enhancement is often incorporated in to the program, the new

piece of software is redistributed, an d the process begins anew.

Overview of NewGenLib

NewGenLib is the open source integrative library management web based Library

Automation and Information Retrieval System. It is integrated library automation

system using the n-tier client-server architecture. It Leverages the World Wide Web to

build library and information networks using international standards such as MARC -21,

AACR-2R, Unicode 3.0, MARC-XML, and Dublin Core. The software has uses Java

and J2EE based application server technologies, making it database and operating
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system independent. It has uses many open source components enabling the software to

be affordable designed for use not only in single libraries but also in hierarchical as well

as distributed networks of libraries. It allows atta chments of digital objects to metadata

records. There are many features like Unicode 3.0 and UTF -8 compliant with virtual

keyboards for multilingual input, query formulation and output. The functional modules

include Acquisitions, Technical Processing, Cir culation, Serials Management, Reports,

Utilities, and Administration. The online public access catalogue (OPAC) is an integral

part of the software offering and is a browser -based application.   Email and instant

messaging integrated in the different modul es of the software to ensure efficient

communication between library and users, vendors. There have several versions: single -

user, single library stand-alone; single library, multiple user LAN/Intranet; web version

and multi-library, multiple users, web-based consortium/networking version. It easy

upgrade path from one version to a higher version. It has support to the Open Access

Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI -PMH).

Salient features

The salient features of this software are as follow:

 Functional modules are completely web based . Uses Java Web Start Technology

 Compatibility - Complies with international metadata and interoperability

standards: MARC-21, MARC-XML, z39.50, SRU/W, OAI-PMH

 Uses chiefly open source components

 Scalable, manageable and efficient

 OS independent - Windows and Linux flavors available

 z39.50 Client for federated searching

 Internationalized application (I18N)

Unicode 3.0 complaint

Arabic version available

Easily extensible to support other languages

Data entry, storage, retrieval in any (Unicode 3.0) language
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 RFID integration

 Networking – Hierarchical and Distributed networks

 Automated email/instant messaging  integrated into different functions of the

software

 Form letters are configurable and use XML -based Open Office templates

Extensive use of set up parameters enabling easy configuration of  the software

to suit specific needs, e.g., in defining patron privileges

 Supports multi-user and multiple security levels

 Allows digital attachments to metadata

Acquisitions Module Overview

It allows comprehensive support to acquisitions management. It Support for online

requests by users. It allows modes of acquisition supported. There are various feature of

this particular software are: like  Firm orders, On -approval purchases, Standing orders,

Solicited gifts,  Unsolicited gifts, Acquisitions Subsystems provided  Request

processing, Approvals processing order data entry and processing’ Receipts and invoice

processing, Claims and cancellations, Budgeting and a ccounting, Management

information reporting
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Acquisition module of NewGenLib

Circulation Module

It has Flexible Management of Circulation Control syste m.In these modules; it has

various features like  Library-configurable parameters to enable the setting of a wide

range of circulation options: overdue charges, user privileges, etc., needed in different

library environments, Rapid charging, discharging, re newal and reservation operations4

Support for all barcode standards, RFID support, Built -in traps for delinquent users,

reservations, etc. There are also author features like On -the-fly circulation for older

items, not in database, Inter -library transactions supported, Binding management,

Management Information Reports
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Circulation Module

Administration Module

Allows System Administrators to set up para meters specific to the library in various

functional modules. Features of these modules are Acquisition parameters: Budget heads,

allocations, vendors, and currency and conversion rates; approving authorities, etc. Other

features of this module are Technic al Processing: Authority files; Material types,

Circulation: Patron data; Patron categories; Privileges; Serials Management: Subscription

lists; publisher details; renewal Parameters; binding specifications

Serial Management Module

It has integrated management of serials subscriptions, registration, cataloguing and

binding. Various feature of this modules like Rapid registration of incoming serials

using a Kardex-like interface, Batch and on-demand claiming for missing issues,

Support for Union catalogues , Management Information reporting for better serials

management, Serials management is implemented in the following subsystems,

Subscription request processing, Subscription orders, Registration, Cataloguing, Claims,

Binding, and Subscription renewals.
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Check out

There are several options to circulation system in Discharge or check-in New Gen Lib software.

These are Charge or checkout , Reservation or Holds function , Binding functionality, Circulation

history, Recall and Renewal.

Check out functions

OPAC

The Basic Search allows the patron to select a single field in which to search the

database. Apply search limits have to some of the fields. Some fields permit the user to

browse the existing Headings file to enable him to choose the correct heading to search.

The screen shot below shows

Patrons have browser-based access to the library’s or the Library Systems’ web -enabled

catalogue database

 Basic and Advanced search options including phrase and Boolean retrieval and

display, print, download and formatting options for pat rons as follows:

# Customized
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# Text format (Brief)

# Text format (Full)

# MARC Tagged

# ISO 2709

# MARC XML

# Dublin core

 Patrons can request new additions, access their circulation data, make reservations

and go to other web sites via the OPAC.

 Digital content (full text, Images, audio, video and web pages), 'attached' to

catalogue records are seen by the patron and can be viewed and/or downloaded by

the patron

 The OPAC can integrate with the Institution's home page.

The screen shot below shows the op ening page of the OPAC. If a library shares a

common server with other libraries (as in an Application Service Provider web site), then

the OPAC opening page shows all libraries/library networks that are accessible

OPAC
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When a specific title record's hyperlink has clicked, this leads to a detailed results display

page. The screen shot below shows the 'Text Full' Display page. The user can select other

display options to display the record and/or save it in other formats.

Search Result

Search result.

Conclusion

All modules of this software applicable to the library automation system. The country like

India where financial problem arise, this software suitable for library automation.
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